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A B S T R A C T   

Droplet bouncing on surfaces has long been observed in nature and industry, which is rather intriguing and 
instructive for related technology development. Recent decades have witnessed significant progress on the 
mechanism exploring, device development, and application demonstrations. In this review, we focus on the 
recent progresses that aim at introducing the phenomena, revealing the underlying physics, and promoting the 
potential applications of water droplet bouncing on various solid and soft surfaces like hydrophobic/hydrophilic/ 
heated solid surfaces and liquid film/bath/droplet. The water droplet bouncing dynamics is highly dependent on 
the liquid properties, surface characteristics and ambient pressure. The absence of droplet/surface contact, as the 
key point for droplet bouncing, can be realized by lowering the Weber number of droplet and designing hy-
drophobic surfaces to reduce the droplet-surface contact, actively maintaining the air/vapor film by heating the 
solid surface above the Leidenfrost point, vibrating the liquid bath, applying electric/magnetic/pressure fields, 
etc. Moreover, the comprehensive understanding of droplet bouncing has promoted the development of 
numerous advanced surfaces technologies, including surface self-cleaning, directional droplet transportation, 
heat transfer enhancement, droplet logic gate, electrical generation and so on. Finally, the future directions for 
research and application are outlined and discussed.   

1. Introduction 

Water droplets impact on surfaces is an intriguing phenomenon that 
involves complicated physical mechanisms and has inspired the droplet- 
related technology development in industry for a long time [1–4]. In 
nature, raindrop impact on stones, soils, plant leaves and liquid pools are 
so common phenomena that we may even pay no attention to them in 
our daily lives. In industry, there are also droplet-wall interactions in 
surface coating, surface cleaning, electronics cooling, fire extinguishing, 
direct fuel injection combustion, metal quenching, inkjet printing and so 
on. In general, water droplet impact on surfaces may undergo depos-
iting, boiling, splashing and bouncing behaviors depending on the spe-
cific conditions [5–11]. The first three behaviors happen more 
frequently, while the droplet bouncing is relatively rare to happen as it 
requires more rigorous conditions including the droplet properties 
(viscosity, surface tension, radius, etc.), surface characteristics (wetta-
bility, roughness, topography, temperature, thermal conductivity, etc.) 
and ambient conditions (pressure, temperature, etc.) [5–11]. It is re-
ported that the droplet bouncing can happen on both solid and liquid 
surfaces, and the essence is the presence of stable air/vapor film beneath 
the droplet to prevent the droplet from wetting the surfaces or 

coalescing with other liquids. The stable air/vapor film could only be 
achieved at some rigorous conditions, such as extremely low Weber 
number (We = ρv2R/γ, where ρ, v, R and γ represent the density, impact 
velocity, radius and surface tension of the droplet.), hydrophobic sur-
faces with elaborate surface topography, heated surfaces with surface 
temperature above the Leidenfrost point, and vertically vibrated liquid 
baths. Therefore, the research of droplet bouncing is more attracting and 
involves very complex physical mechanisms, including surface wetta-
bility, surface topography, interfacial tensions, droplet/air/vapor 
deformation and so on. 

However, it is until recent decades that the underlying physics 
behind water droplet bouncing was partly revealed due to the rapid 
development of 3D micro-nano imaging technology, high-speed video 
measurement technology, surface processing technology and numerical 
modeling methods [5–11]. With the 3D micro-nano imaging technology, 
such as scanning electron microscope (SEM), transmission electron mi-
croscope (TEM) and atomic force microscope (AFM), the surface 
topography of the surfaces can be clearly observed. The complicated 
micro-/nano-texture on natural surfaces, such as lotus leaf, has inspired 
the researchers to design bio-inspired surfaces with advanced surface 
processing technology for manipulating the water droplet bouncing 
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behaviors. With the high-speed video measurement technology and 
numerical modeling methods, the deformation of droplet/air/vapor can 
be clearly characterized to explain the mechanisms behind water droplet 
bouncing. Armed with these advanced tools, water droplet bouncing, as 
one of the typical phenomena of droplet impact dynamics, has attracted 
extensive attentions and interests in recent decades. Specifically, the 
water droplet bouncing dynamics on hydrophobic/hydrophilic/heated 
surfaces and liquid droplet/film/bath was widely investigated to reveal 
the effect of droplet properties, surface characteristics and ambient 
conditions on the droplet/air/vapor deformation, bouncing height, 
moving speed, contact time and energy transformation [5–11]. The 
recent progresses on droplet bouncing are so attractive and significant 
that they reveal the underlying physics of droplet-surface interactions, 
and promote the development of numerous advanced applications, 
including surface self-cleaning [1–3], droplet transportation [12–14], 
spraying cooling [15–20] and so on. As far as we are concerned, water 
droplet bouncing, though emerging with significant progress and 
important applications, has rarely been reviewed comprehensively and 
systematically to highlight the significance, summarize the progress, 
and outline the development directions yet. 

In this review, water droplet bouncing dynamics is comprehensively 
reviewed including the bouncing phenomena, the underlying theories 
and the potential applications. The organization of this review is sum-
marized in Fig. 1. In Section 2, the theories of droplet bouncing will be 
introduced, including surface wettability, interfacial tensions, surface 
roughness and droplet/vapor/air deformation. In addition, the experi-
mental and numerical methods for characterizing the droplet bouncing 
dynamics will also be introduced in this section. In Section 3, several 
typical droplet bouncing dynamics will be reviewed, including droplet 
bouncing on hydrophobic/hydrophilic/heated solid surfaces and liquid 
film/bath/droplet. In Section 4, some advanced applications inspired by 
the droplet bouncing dynamics will be introduced, including surface 
self-cleaning, directional droplet transportation, heat transfer enhance-
ment, droplet logic gates and electrical generation. In Section 5, the 
future directions for both research and application are outlined. 

2. Theories and methods 

When a droplet impacts on the surfaces, the droplet/air/vapor un-
dergoes larger deformation in a flash due to the dynamic wetting phe-
nomenon at the three-phase contact line. Bouncing happens when a 
stable vapor layer forms beneath the droplet, and the formation of vapor 

layer depends on the interplay of surface wettability, interfacial tensions 
and surface topography. In this section, theories and methods that 
related to droplet bouncing are introduced, including the basis of surface 
wetting and experimental/numerical methods for characterizing the 
droplet/air/vapor deformation during droplet bouncing process. 

2.1. Basis of surface wetting 

When a droplet impacts on a smooth surface shown as Fig. 2(a), its 
equilibrium CA θ is given by the well-known Young’s equation as [21]: 

γSV = γLV cos θ+ γSL (1)  

where γSV , γSL, and γLV represent the interfacial tension of the solid- 
vapor, solid-liquid and liquid-vapor interfaces. The γSV and γLV are 
commonly known as surface energy of solid surface and surface tension 
of liquid. According to the θ of water, a surface can be divided into 
super-hydrophilic (θ < 5º), hydrophilic (θ < 90º), hydrophobic 
(θ > 90º) and super-hydrophobic (θ > 150º), and the droplet tends to 
bounce off the hydrophobic surfaces. 

The Young’s equation shows that the θ can be enlarged by increasing 
the γLV and decreasing the γSV, which benefits for triggering the droplet 
bouncing. However, limited by the γLV of common liquids and γSV of 
common solids [22–25], the reported maximum θ of a water droplet on 
the smooth surface is ~130º [26,27]. Introducing elaborate surface 
topography was confirmed to be an effective way to further decrease or 
increase the θ, depending on the dimension/geometry/arrangement of 
the surface topography and the wetting state of the droplet [1–4]. 
However, the Young’s equation is only suitable for smooth surfaces. 
Under this situation, the Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter wetting states were 
proposed. For the Wenzel wetting state shown as Fig. 2(b), the liquid 
fully wets the surface topography and the apparent CA θ* can be 
calculated by the Wenzel equation as [13]: 

cos θ∗ = r cos θ (2)  

Where the r represents the roughness of the surfaces, which is defined as 
the ratio of the actual surface area to the geometrically projected surface 
area. The r is always larger than 1, so the surface roughness amplifies 
both hydrophilic and hydrophobic properties in Wenzel wetting state, 
which means θ*<<90º if θ < 90º and θ*<<90º if θ > 90º. 

For the Cassie-Baxter wetting state shown as Fig. 2(c), the liquid 
partially wets the surface topography and the apparent CA θ* is deter-
mined by the Cassie-Baxter equation as [13]: 

cos θ∗ = f cos θ+ f − 1 (3)  

where f is the area fraction of the solid–liquid interface in the vicinity of 
the triple phase contact line. It can be derived from Eq. (3) that for 

Fig. 1. A schematic summary of the theories, phenomena and applications of 
droplet bouncing. 

Fig. 2. Equilibrium geometry of droplet on (a) smooth surface and rough 
surfaces in (b) Wenzel wetting state and (c) Cassie-Baxter wetting state. 
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droplet in Cassie-Baxter wetting state, θ* is always larger than θ. 
Compared to the Wenzel wetting state, the formation of Cassie-Baxter 
wetting state rises possibility for increasing the θ* of hydrophilic sur-
face and leads to very high θ* for hydrophobic surface. 

Although the Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter equations are well known 
and widely applied, they do not take a deep look into the surface 
topography. The surface roughness is an overall characterization of the 
surface, while the surface topography plays a dominant role in deciding 
the local wetting state of liquid [1–4]. In fact, the elaborate surface 
topography could be more important than the overall surface roughness 
for droplet impact in certain conditions [23,28]. Inspired by the surface 
topographies of natural hydrophobic surfaces, numerous advanced 
surface processing technologies were developed to construct artificial 
hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces with milli/micro/nano hierar-
chical surface topographies [1–4,13,23,28–30], including etching, 
lithography, anodization, electrospun, vapor-deposition, micro/-
nanoparticle deposition, spray/dip coating and so on. Furthermore, by 
modifying the rough surfaces with low surface energy materials, the 
surfaces can present high-repellence to liquid with both high and low 
surface tension [23,28]. 

2.2. Experimental methods 

The droplet bouncing, in which the droplet is separated from the 
surface by a (sub)micrometer air/vapor film, happens in a flash with 
contact time of tens or even just several milliseconds, so human eyes and 
conventional charge coupled device (CCD) camera are difficult to clearly 
observe the droplet/air/vapor deformation. Until recent decades, the 
rapid development of high-speed camera with frame speed higher than 
1000 fps helps researcher to clearly observe the droplet bouncing dy-
namics. The deformation of droplet can be easily observed from side/top 
views. However, the deformation of air/vapor should be observed from 
bottom view, which requires very precise optical systems. Therefore, 
combining the high-speed camera and the precise optical systems, 
several high-speed video measurement technologies were developed. 

Fig. 3(a) schematically shows the high-speed video measurement 
systems for observing the droplet deformation from top/side views. The 
high-speed camera is placed at the top/side directions of droplet, while 
the high-power light source is placed along with or opposite to the high- 
speed camera. With these systems, the droplet impact dynamics, 
including the droplet deformation, triple phase contact line, contact 
time and evaporation time, can be fully analyzed. 

Compared to the droplet deformation observation, the air/vapor 
deformation observation is far difficult. Firstly, the thickness of the air/ 
vapor film could reduce to sub-micrometer during the droplet-surface 
contact. Secondly, the air/vapor is embedded in the bottom of droplet. 
To capture the air/vapor deformation beneath the droplet, high-speed 
video measurement systems based on interference [31–33] and reflec-
tion [34,35] methods were developed. For the interference method 
shown as Fig. 3(b), a collimating laser beam shines at the bottom of the 
surface. The reflected light from the liquid–vapor and vapor–solid in-
terfaces interfere either constructively or destructively to form inter-
ference fringes. A semi-transparent mirror with tilting angle of 45º 
together with an interferometer filter are applied to visualize the 
interference fringes. The interference method is feasible to measure the 
thickness of the air/vapor film. However, it presents low sensitivity to 
the triple phase contact line, so it is not suitable to capture the geometry 
of air/vapor film for some complicated liquid-vapor interfaces [31–33]. 
For the reflection method shown as Fig. 3(c), a collimating laser beam 
shine at the bottom of the surface with an incident angle θc. The θc 
should be adjusted to between the critical total internal reflection angle 
of solid-liquid interface θSL and solid-vapor interface θSV, so that the 
incident light would be reflected at the solid-vapor interface while 
penetrates the solid-liquid interface. As a result, the recorded images 
have dark spots (solid-liquid interface) and bright spots (solid-vapor 
interface). The reflection method is not suitable to measure the thickness 
of the air/vapor film. However, it presents high sensitivity to the triple 
phase contact line, so it is better than the interference method in 
revealing the geometry of air/vapor film [34,35]. 

2.3. Numerical methods 

Although experiment characterizations are the popular method to 
explore the phenomena and mechanism of droplet bouncing dynamics, 
they are not applicable at some practical scenarios. Firstly, the existing 
high-speed video measurement systems are difficult to detect the air/ 
vapor profile on rough or opaque surfaces. Secondly, the droplet/air/ 
vapor deformation at the three-phase contact line depends on the 
droplet evaporation, air/vapor compression, pressure inside the air/ 
vapor layer and interplay of gravity, inertial, viscous, interfacial and Van 
der Waals forces, which is hard to be analyzed by experiments. To tackle 
these difficulties faced by the experiments, as shown in Fig. 4, numerical 
modeling of droplet bouncing based on computational fluid dynamics 
(CFD), lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) and molecular dynamics (MD) 

Fig. 3. Schematic of the high-speed video measurement systems for (a) observing the droplet deformation from top/side views and observing deformation of air/ 
vapor film from bottom view based on (b) interference [31] and (c) reflection method. 
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are developed for macroscopic, mesoscopic, and microscopic simula-
tions respectively. 

The CFD method is the most widely used method for droplet 
modeling to trace the liquid-air/vapor interface with different tech-
niques, such as finite element method (FEM) [36,37], volume of fluid 
(VOF) method [38–40], level-set (LS) method [41–43], coupled LS and 
VOF (CLSVOF) [44]. The FEM traces the liquid-air/vapor interface by 
using the Lagrangian objects such as particles, while the VOF and LS 
methods trace the liquid-air/vapor interface based on Eulerian frame-
work. As a typical example of FEM-simulated droplet bouncing, Bange 
and Bhardwaj employed a FEM-based computational model to simulate 
the droplet bouncing dynamics and transient fluid flow inside the 
droplet on a super-hydrophobic surface with contact angle of 155º in 
Fig. 4(a) [37]. Their results indicate that the droplet bouncing is 
determined by the competition of the surface energy, inertial energy and 
gravitational energy at the moment of maximum recoiling droplet. The 
VOF method reconstructs the liquid-air/vapor interface by defining the 
volume fraction as 0 for air/vapor and as 1 for liquid, while the LS 
method traces the liquid-air/vapor interface by using a contour line 
function measured from the interface and is 0 at the interface. The 
CLSVOF was proposed to further improve the numerical accuracy by 
using the VOF to deal with the motion of liquid-air/vapor interface and 
using LS to deal with surface tension and wettability [44]. Furthermore, 
the refined grid was defined at the vicinity of the solid surface and 
droplet to capture the air layer beneath the droplet [38]. Khojasteh et al. 
used LS method to investigate the droplet bouncing dynamic on flat and 
curved hydrophobic and super-hydrophobic surfaces [43]. Their results 
show that the droplet on the curved surface presents larger maximum 
spreading diameter over that of the flat surface, while the contact time of 
the droplet is almost same on the flat and curved surfaces. In addition, 
the maximum spreading diameter and contact time of the droplet in-
crease as the We increases. 

The LBM is a mesoscopic modeling approach which can predict the 
mesoscopic droplet/air/vapor deformation. In addition, the LBM traces 
the liquid-air/vapor interface based on the density of the lattice nodes, 
which has higher accuracy over the CFD methods. Due to these two 
excellent advantages, LBM has attracted extensive attention and was 
treated as a promising alternative to simulate droplet bouncing on 
textured surfaces [45–48]. Zhang et al. developed a mesoscopic LBM 
model to explore the droplet bouncing dynamic on super-hydrophobic 
surface with randomly distributed texture, and the effect of roughness 
parameters (skewness and kurtosis) on the droplet bouncing abilities 
were discussed [45,46]. Yin et al. employed multiphase LBM method 
droplet bouncing dynamics on microtextured super-hydrophobic sur-
faces as shown in Fig. 4(b). Four possible bouncing types were identi-
fied, including conventional retracting bouncing, incomplete-retracting 
bouncing, impaled retracting bouncing and tumbling bouncing, and the 

droplet impact obliqueness promotes the incomplete-retracting bounc-
ing and reduces the contact time thereby [47]. 

The MD method that simulates the molecular motion at femtosecond 
scale discloses the detailed mechanism of the droplet wetting and sur-
face structure/chemistry. Therefore, it is an effective method to explore 
the microscopic droplet/air/vapor deformation [49–52]. Koishi et al. 
contacted MD simulations to investigate the nanodroplet bouncing 
condition for flat and nanopillared surfaces as shown in Fig. 4(c) [49]. 
Their results show that the droplet deformation has significant influence 
on the bouncing condition of droplets on the flat surfaces. The droplet 
bouncing condition shows weak dependence on the surface wettability if 
the droplet undergoes small deformation and shows strong dependence 
on the surface wettability if the droplet undergoes large deformation. 
However, for the nanopillared surfaces, the influence of droplet defor-
mation on the droplet bouncing condition is relatively small because the 
surface hydrophobicity is enhanced due to the existence of pillars. Gao 
et al. employed MD method to simulate the coalescence-induced 
bouncing of nanodroplets on nanotextured surfaces, and the effect of 
droplet size, droplet number, surface wettability and texture density on 
the bouncing dynamic of nanodroplets were analyzed [50,51]. 

The aforementioned methods have their advantages and disadvan-
tages from different aspects: (1) The CFD methods can easily capture the 
macroscopic droplet/air/vapor deformation. However, it is difficult to 
model the heterogeneous micro/nano boundary conditions. (2) The LBM 
has advantages in defining complex boundary conditions, so it rises 
possibility in modeling of heterogeneous micro/nano boundary condi-
tions. However, the grid number required for LBM geometric model is 
extremely large, which hinders its application in large-scale modeling. 
(3) The MD reveals very detailed mechanism of droplet-surface inter-
action, which provides more useful information than the CFD and LBM. 
However, the computational load of MD is rather heavy even for tiny 
geometric model. Therefore, the MD is currently not suitable for 
studying real heterogeneous surfaces. 

3. Droplet bouncing dynamics 

With advanced experimental and numerical methods, droplet 
bouncing dynamics on various surfaces, like hydrophobic/hydrophilic/ 
heated solid surfaces and liquid film/bath/droplet, were widely studied 
in recent decades. In this section, some typical droplet bouncing dy-
namics are reviewed in details, sorted by the impact target, triggering 
conditions and influencing parameters. 

3.1. Bouncing on hydrophobic surfaces 

Hydrophobic surfaces widely exist in nature as well as commonly 
used in industry, and droplet bouncing is a fundamental issue in the 

Fig. 4. Numerical modeling for droplet bouncing. (a) FEM simulation [37], (b) LBM simulation [47] and (c) MD simulation [49].  
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practical application of hydrophobic surfaces [1–4]. Therefore, lots of 
experiments and simulations were conducted to study the droplet 
bouncing dynamics on the hydrophobic surfaces, including bouncing 
height, contact time and droplet deformation [7,10]. Among these 
bouncing dynamics parameters, the reduction of contact time is the key 
parameter as it influences the exchange of mass, momentum and energy 
between droplet and surface. The minimum contact time of a droplet on 
smooth hydrophobic surfaces is ~12 ms [53–55], while it could be 
reduced on rough hydrophobic surfaces, depending on the CA hysteresis 
(CAH), We and surface topography. Shen et al. found that the contact 
time of bouncing droplets on hydrophobic surfaces depends on the CAH 
significantly, and a minimum contact time of ~13 ms was observed for 
CAH of <5º [56]. Some researchers demonstrated that the contact time 
can be further reduced by breaking the symmetry spreading and 
receding of the bouncing droplet with asymmetric surface topography. 
In 2013, Bird et al. proposed a super-hydrophobic surface with macro-
texture shown as Fig. 5(b) to redistribute the liquid mass and mo-
mentum, and thereby decrease the contact time to 7.8 ms shown as 
Fig. 5(c) [55]. In 2015, Shen et al. further enlarger such phenomenon by 
changing the dimension and arrangement of the macrotexture [57]. 
They found that the contact time of the droplet on surface with 
one-forked macrotexture is ~7.8 ms, which is close to the results ob-
tained by Bird et al. However, they further found that the contact time 
decreases with the forked number shown as Fig. 5(d)–(g), and a mini-
mum contact time of ~5.5 ms was observed with forked number larger 
than 5. By conducting a theoretical calculation, they demonstrated that 
~5.5 ms is the minimum contact time of bouncing droplets on hydro-
phobic surfaces with macrotexture. In recent years, Wang’s group 
designed two type of super-hydrophobic surfaces to reduce the contact 
time of bouncing droplet. One is curved super-hydrophobic surface, 
another is super-hydrophobic surface with truncated pyramidal posts 
shown as Fig. 6(a). The contact time reduction mechanism on the curved 
super-hydrophobic surface is similar to that reported by Bird et al. The 
droplet presents asymmetric bouncing along azimuthal and axial di-
rections, and the contact times on the convex and concave 
super-hydrophobic surfaces are 11.8 ms and 10.3 ms, which are ~30% 
and ~40% smaller than that on the equivalent smooth surface (16.5 ms) 
[58,59]. However, the contact time reduction mechanism of droplet on 
the surface with truncated pyramidal posts is much different from that 
mentioned above. As shown in Fig. 6(b), the droplet penetrates the 

truncated pyramidal posts, and the capillary energy stored in the 
penetrated liquid is rectified into upward motion to lift up the droplet 
[60–63]. They have designed surfaces with straight posts and truncated 
pyramidal posts with half-apex angle of 1.0º, 1.7º, and 3.6º shown as 
Fig. 6(c)–(f). Compared with the surface with straight posts, the droplets 
leave the surfaces with truncated pyramidal posts in flattened, pancake 
shape without retracting shown as Fig. 6(g)-(j). By varying the We, a 
minimum contact time of ~3.4 ms was recorded shown as Fig. 6(k), 
which is the minimum contact time reported so far. In summary, the 
minimum contact times of droplet on the aforementioned hydrophobic 
surfaces are listed Table 1. 

Along with the contact time, the effect of surface topography on the 
droplet deformation were also discussed. For surfaces with uniform 
surface topography and surface wettability shown as Fig. 7(a), the 
droplet spreads, recedes and rebounds radially shown as Fig. 7(b). In a 
recent study, surfaces with heterogeneous wettability and topography 
were applied to control the droplet bouncing dynamic. As shown in 
Fig. 7(c)–(e), Li et al. fabricated hydrophilic pattern (high-adhesive) on 
the hydrophobic surfaces (low-adhesive), the droplet recedes hetero-
geneously due to the exist of hydrophilic pattern and an interesting 
gyrating bouncing phenomenon happens [64]. Through mechanical 
modeling shown as Fig. 7(f)–(g), they found the rotating motion of the 
droplet is caused by the asymmetric adhesion forces that enabled by the 
surface heterogeneity. By optimizing the spiral radius R of the hydro-
philic pattern, a maximum instantaneous rotational speed of >7300 
revolutions per minute was captured shown as Fig. 7(h). In addition, the 
morphology of the grating droplet depends on the spiral number N 
shown as Fig. 7(i). Furthermore, they applied such a gyrating bouncing 
behavior to control the movement of the magnetically-levitated pyro-
lytic graphite (PG) flake with heterogeneous wettability shown as Fig. 7 
(j). The water droplet impacts on the PG at We of 93 and forces the PG to 
rotate for more than 4000 ms shown as Fig. 7(k). 

In the droplet bouncing dynamics that mentioned above, the 
bouncing height decreases monotonously with time due to the energy 
dissipation between the droplet and the air film. However, Schutzius 
et al. observed a spontaneous trampoline-like bouncing phenomenon on 
rough super-hydrophobic surface by reducing the ambient pressure to 
approximately 0.01 bar [65]. The droplet bouncing height increases 
after each collision, which indicates that the droplet gains energy from 
the droplet-vapor-surface interaction. As the droplet saturation 

Fig. 5. Bouncing on super-hydrophobic surfaces with macrotexture. (a), (b) Schematic diagram of droplet retraction on surfaces with and without macrotexture, the 
macrotexture changes the thickness profile of the droplets and leads asymmetric recoil of droplet [55]. (c) Top and side views of droplet impact process on surface 
with macrotexture [55]. (d)–(g) Droplet impact on surfaces with 3, 4, 7, 8-forked macrotexture [57]. 
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temperature decreases sharply with the ambient pressure, the droplet 
evaporates rapidly under extremely low ambient pressure. However, the 
surface adhesion and surface texture prevent the vapor from escaping 
from the droplet-surface contact region. As a result, the vapor accu-
mulates beneath the droplet and generates high vapor pressure to levi-
tate the droplet as well as increase the droplet momentum. They also 
show that the high vaporization rate of droplet under extremely low 
ambient pressure could induce droplet freezing and removing phe-
nomenon, which might have broad application in surface anti-icing 
[65]. 

3.2. Bouncing on hydrophilic surfaces 

As introduced in Section 3.1, droplets are easy to bounce off the 

hydrophobic surfaces due to the low droplet-surface contact area and 
entrapped air film within the surface topography. However, droplet 
bouncing on hydrophilic surfaces is rarely observed. When a droplet 
impacts on the hydrophilic surface, the droplet tends to fully wet the 
hydrophilic surface and its kinetic energy dissipates quickly due to the 
high surface adhesion caused by the low CA and high CAH of the surface 
[3]. As a result, the droplet fails to keep enough energy to bounce off the 
surface and splashing happens if the impact velocity (or We) is high 
enough. 

It has been thought that the droplets cannot bounce on hydrophilic 
surfaces for a long time. Until recent years, the importance of air film in 
droplet-surface interaction was revealed and some researchers found 
that the droplets are able to bounce on hydrophilic surfaces by reducing 
the impact velocity of the droplet to <0.75 m/s (or We < 4) to squeeze a 
stable air film beneath the droplet [54,66–68]. Ruiter et al. demon-
strated that droplets are able to bounce several times on hydrophilic 
surfaces when We< 4 due to the existence of a micro-thick air film. As 
shown in Fig. 8(a)–(d), droplet bouncing on hydrophilic glass surface 
was observed and a thin air layer was observed beneath the droplet. By 
analyzing the droplet/air film shape oscillation shown as Fig. 8(e), they 
calculated the energy conversion during a bouncing process and found 
that more than 80% of the energy is dissipated in the air film shown as 
Fig. 8(f), which indicates the importance of the air film dissipation to the 
overall droplet bouncing dynamics [66,67]. 

3.3. Bouncing on heated surfaces 

The aforementioned droplet bouncing happens at room temperature, 
in which the air film is found to be a fundamental factor for realizing 
non-wetting state and determining the droplet bouncing dynamics. For 
droplet impact at room temperature, the air film can be maintained by 
using hydrophobic surfaces or decreasing the impact velocity of droplet 
to <0.75 m/s (or We < 4). Another way to realize non-wetting state is to 
actively maintain vapor film between the droplet and surface by heating 
the surface far beyond the liquid saturation temperature [8,11]. The 

Fig. 6. Pancake bouncing on super- 
hydrophobic surfaces with truncated pyrami-
dal post array [61]. (a) Schematic diagram of 
super-hydrophobic surfaces with straight post 
array and truncated pyramidal post array. (b) 
Schematic illustration of down penetration and 
up departure of water droplet on the truncated 
pyramidal posts. (c)–(f) Surface topography an 
wettability characterization of super-hy 
drophobic surfaces with (c) straight post 
array, truncated pyramidal posts with half-apex 
angle of (d) 1.0º, (e) 1.7º, and (f) 3.6º. (g)–(j) 
Droplet impact process on super-hydrophobic 
surfaces with (g) straight post array and trun-
cated pyramidal posts with half-apex angle of 
(h) 1.0º, (i) 1.7º, and (j) 3.6º. (k) The relation-
ship between contact time and We on the sur-
faces shown in (c)–(f).   

Table 1 
Minimum contact time of water droplet on various hydrophobic surfaces.  

Surface type CA CAH We Minimum 
contact time 

Ref. 

Smooth 
polydimethylsiloxane 
(PDMS) 

~107º  3.8 ~12 ms [54] 

Laser-ablated silicon surface ~163º  ~27 ~12.4 ms [55] 
Micro/nanotextured 

titanium alloy 
~161º ~2º ~14 ~11.8 ms [56, 

57] 
Surfaces with rosettes ~163º  7.9 ~16.1 ms [58] 
Microtextured surfaces ~163º  ~27 ~7.8 ms [55] 
Micro/nanotextured 

titanium alloy 
~161º ~2º ~14 ~5.5 ms [57] 

Convex surface ~163º ~4º 7.9 ~11.8 ms [58] 
Concave surface ~163º ~4º 7.9 ~10.3 ms [58] 
Surface with straight post 

array 
>165º ~2º 7.1 ~16.5 ms [60] 

Surfaces with pyramidal 
post array 

>165º ~2º 14.1 ~3.4 ms [60, 
61] 

Surfaces with porous 
networks 

>160º  8.7 ~4.5 mm [45]  
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liquid at the droplet-surface contact area evaporates quickly to form 
continuous vapor film with thickness of ~100 µm beneath the droplet, 
which prevents the droplet from wetting the surface and leads to droplet 
bouncing [11]. In fact, droplet impact on heated surfaces is more com-
mon in industrial applications [16–20], such as spray cooling, fire 
extinguishing, direct fuel injection combustion and metal quenching. 

Droplet bouncing on heated surfaces has been observed for a long 
time, while it was named after Johann Gotlob Leidenfrost in 1756 
because he carefully conducted experiments to prove the existence of 
the vapor film between the droplet and heated surface [69]. Therefore, 
droplet bouncing on heated surface is well known as Leidenfrost phe-
nomenon and the critical surface temperature for inducing such phe-
nomenon is defined as Leidenfrost point [11,70]. In the past decades, the 
research of Leidenfrost phenomenon mainly focuses on two key aspects. 
One is the visualization of the vapor film, another is the manipulation of 

the Leidenfrost point. From these two aspects, the effect of droplet 
properties, surface characteristics and ambient conditions on the Lei-
denfrost phenomenon was widely investigated [8,11,71]. 

For the visualization of the vapor film, as mentioned in Section 2.4, 
high-speed video measurement technologies based on interference and 
reflection methods were applied to capture the vapor film geometry as 
well as to characterize the thickness of the vapor film [11,31–34,72,73]. 
The thickness of vapor film is assumed to be constant for small droplet 
with radius much smaller than the capillary length (lc = (γ/ρg)1/2, where 
γ and ρ represent the surface tension and density of the droplet, and g 
represents the gravitational acceleration). However, such an assumption 
is not appropriate for lager droplet with radius comparable to or larger 
than the lc. For droplet with radius larger than the lc, the vapor film 
presents pocket geometry with film thickness decreases from the center 
to the edge [73], which was well proved by several experimental studies 

Fig. 7. Gyrating bouncing on surfaces with heterogeneous wettability [64]. (a), (b) Schematic and captured images of droplet impact on homogeneous hydrophobic 
surface. (c), (d) Schematic and captured images of droplet impact on hydrophobic surface with hydrophilic pattern. (e) Trajectory of the tracking point marked at 
t = 5.6 ms in (d). (f) Force analysis of the droplet receding on heterogeneous surface. The interaction of adhesive forces on hydrophobic region FL and hydrophilic 
region FH causes gyrating forces FR. (g) Triple-phase contact line at various time reveals that the droplet motion on the hydrophobic region is much faster than that on 
hydrophilic region. (h) Relationship between instantaneous gyrating speed of the droplet and radius of the spiral R at We of 93. (i) Morphology of gyrating droplets 
on hydrophilic patterns with spiral number N of 2, 3, 5 and 6. (j), (k) Water droplet impact on a magnetically-levitated pyrolytic graphite (PG) flake with het-
erogeneous wettability at We of 93. 
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[31–34]. As shown in Fig. 9(a)–(c), Burton et al. directly observed the 
vapor pocket from the bottom view by using the interference method. 
They reconstructed the quantitative geometry of the Leidenfrost droplet 
with four different radius shown as Fig. 9(d), and the results show that 
flat bottom forms at small radius while vapor pocket forms at large 
radius. In addition, the thickness of the vapor pocket at center region 
was measured as 5–100 µm when increasing the droplet size shown as 
Fig. 9(e) [32]. 

For the manipulation of the Leidenfrost point, researchers have 
proposed numerous solutions to decrease or increase the Leidenfrost 
point by varying the impact velocity, surface tension, chemical 
component of the droplet [33,71,74,75], thermal conductivity, topog-
raphy of the solid surface [76–83], and ambient conditions including 
gravity [84], vibration [85], electrical field [31] and pressure [86,87]. 
Among these parameters, the surface topography was found to affect the 

Leidenfrost point significantly. However, most of the reported surface 
topographies increase the Leidenfrost point [88–91], while only a few of 
surface topographies can decrease the Leidenfrost point [72,83]. In most 
of the industrial application, increasing the Leidenfrost point could 
enhance the heat transfer coefficient at high temperature condition and 
therefore improve the performance of industrial equipment [16–20]. 
However, low Leidenfrost point is more preferable for some special 
applications, such as biomedicine and droplet transportation [14]. 

In addition to the two issues mentioned above, researchers have also 
tried to control the droplet motion on heated surface by designing het-
erogeneous surface topographies and varying ambient conditions 
[88–94]. Among these studies, the directional movement of Leidenfrost 
droplet on heated surfaces was mostly concerned [88–90]. Agapov et al. 
designed surface with asymmetric, tilted nanopillars array to realize 
directional droplet motion on heated surface [88]. Zhang et al. and Li 

Fig. 8. Water droplet bouncing on hydrophilic glass substrate with equilibrium CA of 3º [66]. (a) Droplet impact process with impact velocity of 0.22 m/s. (b) 
Schematic diagram of the interference microscopy method. (c), (d) Interference patterns and thickness profiles of the air film beneath the droplet. (e) Time evolution 
of center-of-mass height of a water droplet with radius of 1.03 mm (red line) and minimum air height (black line) during the droplet impact on the smooth hy-
drophilic glass surface. The inset figure shows the inherent decrease of We during the experiment. (f) Energy conversion of the bouncing droplet shown in (a), where 
ΔEvisc

drop represents the viscous dissipation in the droplet and ΔEvisc
excess represents the viscous dissipation in the air film (For interpretation of the references to colour in 

this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article). 
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et al. designed Janus-textured surfaces with patterned surface topog-
raphy to break the wetting symmetry of a droplet, so as to realize 
self-propulsion of Leidenfrost droplets [89,90]. Fig. 10(a) shows the 
SEM images of Janus-textured surface with nanostructured/smooth sil-
icon region that fabricated by Zhang et al., and Fig. 10(b) shows the 
droplet behaviors on the Janus-textured surface at different surface 
temperatures. At relatively low surface temperature (150 ◦C, 220 ◦C), 
the droplet tends to wet the nanostructured region, which shows the 
wettability difference of nanostructured/smooth regions. At surface 
temperature of ≥230 ◦C, the droplet presents contact-boiling at nano-
structured region and presents film boiling at smooth region, as a result, 
the explosion of vapor bubbles forces the droplet to move towards the 
smooth region. At surface temperature of ≥320 ◦C, the droplet presents 
film boiling at both nanostructured/smooth regions, so the droplet 
bounces upward directly and no directional droplet motion happened 
[89]. Fig. 10(c) shows the gradient surface that fabricated by the Li 
et al., the surface zone with dense post distribution presents lower CA 
than that with sparse post distribution. Based on this concept, they 
designed Janus-textured surfaces that composed of four zones with 
different post density shown as Fig. 10(d) and (e). When the droplet 
impact on the heated Janus-textured surfaces, the number and size of the 
vapor bubbles increase as the post density increases, so pressure 
gradient forms at the Janus-textured surfaces to force the Leidenfrost 
droplet to move towards the zone with sparse post distribution at surface 
temperature of 270 ◦C [90]. 

Ambient pressure was also found to affect the Leidenfrost phenom-
enon significantly because the liquid saturation temperature decreases 
sharply with the ambient pressure decreases [91,92]. The Leidenfrost 
point of water droplet on a smooth surface at atmospheric pressure was 
reported as ~190 ◦C [16]. However, Celestini et al. found that the Lei-
denfrost point could be decreased to 33 ◦C when the ambient pressure is 

reduced to 50 mbar [93]. Orejon et al. carefully explored the effect of the 
ambient pressure on the Leidenfrost point and proposed a physical 
approach to predict the dependence of Leidenfrost point on ambient 
pressure [86]. Yu et al. explored the droplet behaviors on heated surface 
at ambient pressure of 0.2 kPa to 20 kPa and surface temperature of 
20–200 ◦C with the experimental set up shown as Fig. 11(a), and the 
droplet behaviors under various conditions are listed in Fig. 11(b). Be-
sides the evaporation, contact boiling and film boiling (Leidenfrost 
bouncing) phenomenon, an explosive bouncing phenomenon shown as 
pink lower triangle symbol was observed at ambient pressure of ≤6 kPa 
and surface temperature of 60–160 ◦C. The variation of explosive 
bouncing shown as Fig. 11(c) and Leidenfrost bouncing shown as Fig. 11 
(d) lies in the difference of vapor film dynamics. For the Leidenfrost 
bouncing, a continuous vapor film forms beneath the droplet to prevent 
the droplet from wetting the surface, so the droplet bounces like on the 
slippery super-hydrophobic surface. However, for the explosive bounc-
ing, the droplet wets the surface initially due to the low ambient pres-
sure, and local vapor bubble forms at the droplet-surface interfaces. The 
settled triple phase contact line provides an enclosed spacing for the 
pressure accumulation of local vapor bubble. Once the pressure of local 
vapor bubble exceeds a critical value, it explores dramatically and lifts 
up the droplet. They supposed that lowering the ambient pressure pro-
motes the explosive bouncing in two aspects: (1) making the droplet 
easier to wet the surface at high surface temperature and thus leads to 
the formation of local vapor bubble; (2) lowering the critical explosion 
pressure of the local vapor bubble [94]. 

3.4. Bouncing on liquid film/bath 

The splashing phenomenon of raindrops impact on liquid film/bath 
arouses the curiosity of countless observers. However, by taking a 
further observation of the droplet impacting process, some satellite 
droplets that generated from the splashing process would bounce or 
float on the liquid film/bath. Similar phenomena are widely observed in 
daily life and industry, such as stone erosion, sprinkling irrigation, 
spraying cooling, direct fuel injection and so on [6,9,17–20]. Therefore, 
the investigation of droplet impact on liquid film/bath could have a 
broad appeal to the development of numerous industrial technologies. 

The liquid film and liquid bath are distinguished by the ratio of liquid 
depth to the droplet diameter (h/ddrop). If h/ddrop < 1.5, the liquid layer 
is assumed to be liquid film. If h/ddrop > 1.5, the liquid layer is assumed 
to be liquid bath [6]. Compared to droplet impact on solid surfaces, the 
droplet impact on liquid film/bath is more complicated because both the 
two liquid components and air/vapor film are subject to complex ge-
ometry deformation, energy transfer and internal flow [6,9]. Besides, 
the Van der Waals force between the two liquid components plays an 
importance role in determining the droplet bouncing dynamics. In 
general, droplet bouncing on liquid film/bath happens at low impact 
velocity (or low We), in which the air/vapor film was drain to a critical 
value at which the Van der Waals force between the two liquid com-
ponents become unimportant. If the thickness of air/vapor film is 
smaller than the critical value, the air/vapor film collapses due to the 
cohesive Van der Waals force acting between the two liquid components 
and thereby coalescence happens. The critical thickness of air/vapor 
film is typically on the order of ~100 nm [95], depending on the liq-
uid/air/vapor properties and system cleanliness. 

Liquid film cannot exist solely, so the study of droplet impact on 
liquid film usually refers to the droplet impact on solid surface with a 
thin layer of another liquid [9]. Because the liquid film is soft and mo-
bile, the droplet may penetrate the liquid film easily. If the droplet and 
liquid film are composed of two miscible liquids, the droplet is easy to 
merge with the liquid film. Therefore, it is difficult for droplet to bounce 
on horizontal surfaces with another miscible liquid film. Instead, pre-
vious studies mainly focus on the droplet bouncing on inclined surfaces 
or horizontal surfaces with another immiscible liquid film [96–99]. 
Moreover, there exist an upper limit and a lower limit for the critical We 

Fig. 9. Geometry and thickness profile of the vapor film beneath a Leidenfrost 
water droplet [32]. (a) Water Leidenfrost droplet on a substrate with surface 
temperature of 320 ºC, where rmax and rneck represent the maximum droplet 
radius and neck radius, and hneck represents the height of the neck to the sur-
face. (b), (c) Interference patterns of Leidenfrost water droplet with maximum 
radius rmax of 1.2 mm and 2.7 mm. (d) Reconstruction of Leidenfrost water 
droplets with different radius. The vapor pocket becomes obvious for large size 
droplet. (e) Thickness of the vapor pocket at center region for Leidenfrost water 
droplets with different droplet radius on substrate with various surface 
temperatures. 
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Fig. 10. Self-propulsion of water droplets on Janus-textured heated surfaces [89,90]. (a)–(d) Morphology of Janus-textured substrate with (a) nanostructured silicon 
substrate (top side)-smooth silicon substrate (down side). (b) Water droplet behaviors on Janus-textured with NSis-SSis structure at different surface temperatures. (c) 
Morphology and wettability of gradient surface with post spacing L of 25–105 µm at step increment of 5 µm. (d) (e) Directional moving of droplets on two 
Janus-textured surfaces with four different zones at surface temperature of 250 ºC and 270 ºC. The droplets move towards the zone with sparse post distribution at 
surface temperature of 270 ºC. 

Fig. 11. Explosive bouncing [94]. (a) Schematic of the experimental setup. (b) Phase diagram of the droplet behaviors at various ambient pressure Pa and surface 
temperature Ts. (c) Explosive bouncing at Pa of 4 kPa and Ts of 110 ºC. (d) Leidenfrost bouncing at Pa of 12 kPa and Ts of 130 ºC. 
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for droplet bouncing on liquid film [9]. For We above the upper limit, 
the air/vapor film between the liquid film and droplet is damaged by the 
high shear force upon impact, so the droplet penetrates the liquid film 
and splashing happens. For We below the lower limit, the air/vapor has 
enough time to drain out, the droplet contacts with the liquid film and its 
kinetic energy is dissipated quickly, so the droplet may not gain enough 
kinetic energy to bounce off the wetted surface. The specific values of 
the upper and lower limits of critical We depend on numerous param-
eters, such as chemical component of the two liquids, surface curvature 
and surface orientation [9]. Hao et al. reported a super-hydrophobic-like 
water droplet bouncing on wetted flat surface with another immiscible 
liquid film, and they found that the percentage of droplet bouncing is 
75–90% if We < 10 and drops sharply to zero if We > 18 [97]. Liang 
et al. founded that the upper We for butanol droplet bouncing on 
butanol-wetted cylinders keeps constant as ~9.2 if the curvature of 
cylinder is <0.5 and decreases if the curvature of cylinder is >0.5 [99]. 

Similar to the droplet impact on liquid film, the droplet also tends to 
merge with the liquid bath in most instances. However, such merger can 
be eliminated by intervening air/vapor film that exerts a lubrication 
force to overcome the gravity and Van der Waals force. There are some 
methods for realizing such intervening air/vapor film, including relative 
motion between the droplet and the liquid bath [100], heating the liq-
uids and vibrating the liquid bath [101–105]. Among these methods, the 
droplet bouncing on vertically vibrated liquid bath was mostly 
concerned. 

Droplet impact on vertically vibrated liquid bath can undergo coa-
lescence, bouncing and walking, depending on the interplay of vertical 
acceleration of liquid bath δ, bouncing threshold δB and Faraday 
threshold δF. If δ < δB, the intervening air/vapor film fails to maintain 
the critical thickness and thus coalescence takes place. If δ > δB, the air/ 
vapor film is sustainable to prevent coalescence and enable periodically 
and indefinitely droplet bouncing behaviors. If δ > δF, the bouncing 
droplets may begin to walk on the liquid bath, which is well known as 
walkers. The walkers only happen at limited conditions, and moving 
speed of the droplet is an important index for evaluating the walkers. In 
the commonly studied system, walkers are typically driven by a pure 
sine wave, and the maximum moving speed of a silicone oil droplet with 
radius of 0.3–0.5 mm is 15 mm/s shown as Fig. 12(a). Recently, Valani 
et al. present a new droplet walking phenomenon, which they called 
superwalkers, by using two waves with driving frequency of f and f/2 
and phase difference of Δϕ shown as Fig. 12 (b). With such a system, 
superwalkers in Fig. 12(c) with radius up to 1.4 mm can be speed up to 
50 mm/s, which is the largest walker and maximum speed reported in 
the literature [102]. Detailed reviews about experimental observation 

and theoretical modeling of droplet impact on vertically vibrated liquid 
bath are provided by Bush and his co-workers [104,105]. 

3.5. Bouncing on liquid droplet 

Collision of two miscible liquid droplets commonly leads to uncon-
trolled coalescence, while bouncing was only observed at very limited 
conditions [106–117]. In the bouncing regime, the inertial energy of the 
colliding droplets should be totally converted into droplet surface en-
ergy or consumed by viscous dissipation before the thickness of the air 
film between the droplets reduces to a critical value. The relative impact 
velocity of the two droplets is the key factor for influencing the thickness 
of air/vapor film, and bouncing mainly happens at moderate relative 
impact velocity [106–117]. For low relative impact velocity, coales-
cence happens because there is enough time for the air/vapor between 
the droplets to drain out. For high relative impact velocity, coalescence 
also happens because the air/vapor film is broken by the large inertial 
force of the colliding droplets. 

In early studies, bouncing of two equal-sized water droplets was only 
observed for near grazing collision, in which stable air/vapor film is 
easier to form due to the small inertial force [106–109]. However, in 
recent decades, researchers have observed bouncing of two head-on 
droplet collision in which one droplet impacts on the top of another 
droplet from a certain height [110–115]. By taking a further consider-
ation of the air/vapor film between the droplets, several methods were 
proposed to extend or reduce the bouncing regime of colliding droplets, 
including controlling surface tension gradient of the droplets [111,112], 
using electric field [113,116] and applying thermo-capillary [114,117]. 
Cira et al. mixed propylene glycol and water with various concentration 
to form two-component droplets with different surface tension, and they 
found that the high PG concentration droplet bounce spontaneously on 
the low PG concentration droplet shown as Fig. 13(a) and coalescence 
happens when the surface tension of the two droplets is similar shown as 
Fig. 13(b). They demonstrated that the evaporation rate difference of the 
two liquid component forms a thin vapor film to prevent the droplets 
from coalescing [111]. Ristenpart et al. observed bouncing phenomenon 
of two oppositely charged droplets by applied an electric field with a 
potential difference of 1 kV over approximately 1 cm shown as Fig. 13 
(c). Different from the conventional indefinitely droplet bouncing, 
droplet bouncing occurs inevitably if a proper electric field is applied 
[113]. Yi et al. found the droplet bouncing is indefinitely even under 
fixed conditions and the bouncing possibility of droplets decreases with 
the droplet’s temperature. They demonstrated that it is the water vapor 
around the heated droplets breaks of the air film and induces droplet 

Fig. 12. Superwalkers [102]. (a) Walker driven by a single sine wave. (b) Comparison of normal superwalker and jumbo superwalker driven by two sine waves at 
frequencies of f and f/2 with phase difference of Δϕ. (c) Numerous phenomena of superwalkers observed by Valani et al. 
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coalescence [114]. 
In addition to the vertical head-on droplet collision, horizontal head- 

on droplet collision on super-hydrophobic surfaces is a fundamental 
issue in nature and many industrial applications. There are two bounc-
ing dynamics lie in the horizontal head-on droplet collision. One is the 
two droplets separate and change move direction after collision, another 
is the two droplets bounce off the surface after coalescence (also known 
as coalescence-induced bouncing). The bouncing mechanism of the 
former one is similar to that of vertical head-on droplet collision, where 
a thin air/vapor film forms between the droplets to prevent the droplets 
from coalescing [118,119]. Compared with the vertical head-on droplet 
collision, the bouncing and coalescence of horizontal head-on droplet 
collision are easier to control on the super-hydrophobic surfaces [118, 
119]. Mertaniemi et al. investigated effect of We and collision parame-
ters on the bouncing and coalescence of two horizontal head-on collision 
droplets on super-hydrophobic surfaces, and they found that the droplet 
bouncing or coalescence can be easily controlled by selecting proper We 
and collision parameters [118]. 

However, for the coalescence-induced bouncing, the droplets coa-
lesce initially and bounce off the surface afterwards because part of the 
excess droplet surface energy is converted into upward kinetic energy. It 
is reported that the coalescence-induced bouncing only happens for tiny 
droplets with radius much smaller than the capillary length in which the 
gravity and viscous dissipation of the droplets can be ignored 
[120–123]. Vahabi et al. fabricated superomniphobic surfaces with a 
macrotexture to realize coalescence-induced bouncing. The macro-
texture redirects the in-plane velocity vectors to out-plane velocity 
vectors, so the energy conversion efficiency (ratio of upward kinetic 
energy to the excess surface energy of droplets) reaches up to 18.8%, 
which is about 570% enhancement compared to superomniphobic sur-
faces without a macrotexture [120]. Miljkovic et al. found that the 
coalescence-induced bouncing droplet gains a net positive charge when 
it departs from the solid surface. Based on this finding, they applied 
electric field with negative/positive voltages to enhance/weaken the 
droplet bouncing [122]. 

4. Potential applications 

After comprehensive understanding of the water droplet bouncing 
phenomena and mechanisms, numerous advanced droplet bouncing- 
based applications were developed, such as surface self-cleaning, anti- 
smudge, anti-fouling, deicing, directional droplet transportation and 

heat transfer enhancement. Besides, some special applications based on 
the droplet bouncing were also developed, such as droplet logic gate and 
electrical generation. 

4.1. Surface self-cleaning 

Surface self-cleaning technology has attracted extensive attention 
over the past century due to its widely application from windows glasses 
to solar cell panels [1–3]. Inspired by many natural self-cleaning sur-
faces, such as lotus leaf, rice leaf, butterfly wing, cicada wing, snail shell 
and shark skin, super-hydrophobic and super-hydrophilic surface pro-
cessing technologies were developed to realize self-cleaning surfaces 
[3]. For the super-hydrophilic surfaces, the water wets the surface 
texture and brings the contaminant away. However, the surfaces may 
keep wetted for a long time, which is undesirable in many applications. 
Compared to the super-hydrophilic surfaces, the water rolls off the 
super-hydrophobic surfaces and takes the contaminant away, which 
were confirmed to have high self-cleaning efficiency than that of 
super-hydrophilic surfaces [3]. The research on self-cleaning technology 
also promotes the development of numerous related surface technolo-
gies [3,124,125], such as anti-fogging, anti-smudge, anti-fouling, deic-
ing, self-sterilizing, anisotropic wetting and directional adhesion. 

Although the surface wettability mainly depends on the surface en-
ergy and topography of the solid surfaces, manipulating the droplet 
bouncing dynamics is reported to be another effective method for 
enhancing the self-cleaning efficiency of surfaces by reducing the 
droplet contact time, increasing droplet moving speed and preventing 
droplet from pinning on the surfaces. Through vast experimental and 
theoretical studies, several methods were proposed to settle these issues, 
such as breaking the symmetry spreading and receding of the bouncing 
droplet, regulating the surface orientation, lowering the ambient pres-
sure and agitating the surrounding air [3,125]. As shown in Fig. 14(a)– 
(c), Schutzius et al. observed freezing induced droplet bouncing phe-
nomenon on super-hydrophobic surfaces at low ambient pressure and 
low humidity condition, which might have broad application in surface 
deicing. Fig. 14(d) shows the thermographic image of the droplet shown 
in Fig. 14(c) from side and top views. It indicates that the high evapo-
ration rate of the droplet at low ambient pressure results in droplet 
freezing at supercooled state, which induces a sudden increase in droplet 
evaporation and provides enough pressure to levitate the droplet [65]. 
More detailed researches about droplet bouncing on solid surfaces have 
been introduced in Sections 3.1–3.3. 

Fig. 13. Droplet bouncing on another droplet 
[111,113]. (a) Droplet with 25% propylene 
glycol (PG, blue) bounces on droplet with 1% 
PG (red). (b) Droplet sorting between 30% PG 
droplets (red) and 5% PG droplets (blue). (c) 
Coalescence and bouncing of two charged 
droplet. For low electrical field strengths of 
E < Ec, the droplets coalesce. For high electrical 
field strengths of E > Ec, the droplets separate 
from each other (For interpretation of the ref-
erences to colour in this figure legend, the 
reader is referred to the web version of this 
article).   
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Despite the self-cleaning technologies has been developed for over 
100 years, it still faces many challenges. One of the challenges is the 
mechanical and chemical durability of the surfaces. The nano/micro 
surface topographies may be easily damaged by the external mechanical 
force and thermal stress, and oxidation happens when the metal surfaces 
are immersed in moisture and acid-alkaline-base environment, which 
causes unpredictable change to the surface wettability [3]. Compared to 
the super-hydrophobic surfaces, the super-hydrophilic surfaces are 
smoother and have better mechanical durability. However, the hydro-
philic function groups on the surfaces present extremely low chemical 
and thermal durability, which hinders the commercial applications of 
super-hydrophilic surfaces [3]. With the development of surface pro-
cessing technologies, some robust super-hydrophobic surfaces can be 
realized [23,28,30]. However, the cost of the surface topography con-
struction process still discourages entrepreneurs and consumers. Last 
but not the least, the complexity of the contaminant may be one of the 
challenges for the self-cleaning technologies. In most of the previous 
studies, the contaminant is considered as powders. However, the 
contaminant could be any tiny liquid and solid particles. In fact, oil mist 
is a very common contaminant in practical applications. The low surface 
tension oil shows high adhesion on most of the super-hydrophobic 
surfaces, except for some well-designed superomniphobic surfaces [23, 
28]. Therefore, the oil mist is very difficult to be washed away and the 
accumulation of oil mist will deteriorate the self-cleaning ability of the 
surfaces. 

4.2. Directional droplet transportation 

Transporting liquid droplets in a target direction is a fundamental 
issue in numerous biological and chemical applications [13,14], such as 
microfluidics, combinatorial chemistry, and thermal/biomedical de-
vices. Early droplet transport systems generate liquid droplets by a shear 
flow with another immiscible liquid and transport the generated 

droplets by another encapsulating liquid stream [14]. More recently, 
transporting liquid droplets by creating surface tension gradients within 
the droplet has made it possible to transport individual droplets without 
micro-channels and encapsulating liquids [14]. Several methods were 
proposed to create the surface tension gradient in droplet by modifying 
the wettability, topography, temperature and curvature of the surfaces, 
such as electrowetting, chemical gradient, anisotropic ratchet and titled 
pillars, and the droplet bouncing dynamics on these surfaces were 
carefully characterized by many researchers [14,88,126,127]. 

The anisotropic surface topographies, including anisotropic ratchet 
and tilted pillars, control the contact line pinning of the droplet to form a 
net force to move the droplet [14]. However, the transport distance of 
droplet on surfaces with solely anisotropic surface topographies is very 
limited, typically several millimeters, which is not enough for most 
practical applications [128–130]. To further increase the transport dis-
tance, researchers combined the wettability gradient with the thermal 
gradient by heating the surfaces with micro-ratchet-like crenellations 
above the Leidenfrost point [131–140]. As shown in Fig. 15(a), the flow 
of vapor below the droplet is rectified in the direction of descending 
slopes along the teeth of the ratchet due to the asymmetric geometry of 
the teeth, which generates viscous stress to force the Leidenfrost droplet 
to bounce and move in the desired direction shown as Fig. 15(b). By 
controlling the parameters of the ratchet, the moving speed of the 
droplet can be larger than 10 cm/s, which shows the superiority of 
ratchet in transporting droplet [132]. Recently, Feng et al. fabricated 
surfaces planted with sabina chinensis-like asymmetric tilted pillars to 
realize global transport of droplets. As shown in Fig. 15(c)–(f), water 
droplet sits at the tip of the pillar and gets ejected when it asymmetri-
cally coalesces with neighboring droplets, the droplet gets kinetic en-
ergy from each coalescence and continuous to move with velocity of 
~10 cm/s [141]. 

Electrowetting on dielectric is one of the best-developed method for 
directional droplet transportation [142–145]. It applies voltages at 

Fig. 14. Freezing induced droplet bouncing on super-hydrophobic surface at room temperature at low ambient pressure and low moisture condition [65]. (a) Silicon 
surface with micropillar array with diameter, spacing and height of 2.0, 4.6 and 13.5 µm. (b) Etched aluminum surface. (c) Surface with fluo-
ropolymer–carbon-nanofibre composite. (d) Thermographic image of the droplet shown in (c) from side and top views. 
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electrodes below the surface to induce a local reduction of surface ten-
sion at solid-liquid interface. The CA of droplet on the charged region 
reduces while it keeps constant on the uncharged region, which pulls the 
droplet to flow from uncharged region to charged region [142–145]. Sun 
et al. realized high velocity and ultralong distance droplet transportation 
by designing proper surface charge density gradients on super-
amphiphobic surfaces [144]. As shown in Fig. 15(g)–(i), the droplets 
exhibit a spontaneous, directional motion on the charged surfaces even 
the surface is vertically placed. By regulating the surface charge density 
gradient, they reported a maximum transport velocity of ~1.1 m/s, 
which might be the highest droplet transport velocity been reported in 
the literature. 

4.3. Heat transfer enhancement 

Most industrial applications involve droplet impact on heated sur-
faces [8,11,16–20], such as spraying cooling, metal quenching, fire 
extinguishing and direct fuel injection combustion. In these applica-
tions, the droplets impact on the heated surface and experience various 
behaviors from evaporation, contact boiling to film boiling (Leidenfrost 
phenomenon). The heat transfer coefficient between the liquid and 
surface is highly related to the droplet behaviors [8,20]. In general, 
contact boiling with fast evaporation rate is desirable for most appli-
cations, while film boiling with low evaporation rate should be sup-
pressed [8,11,17–19]. An effective approach to suppress film boiling is 
to increase the Leidenfrost point by regulating the liquid properties, 
surface characteristics and ambient conditions, which was introduced in 
Section 3.3. 

Another important droplet bouncing issue involved in heat transfer 

application is the droplet removal. The vapor condensates on the cooled 
surfaces and forms nano-/micro-droplet initially. If these droplets are 
not removed immediately, they form liquid film on the cooled surfaces, 
which reduces the heat transfer coefficient significantly. Therefore, it is 
very important to remove the pinning droplets from the surface in time. 
It is reported that designing surface topography to induce desirable 
coalescence-induced bouncing could be a preferable solution. Mukher-
jee et al. explored the effect of surface orientation on the coalescence 
and bouncing of condensed droplets, and they found that the condensed 
droplets is easier to coalesce and bounce on inclined surfaces due to the 
synergistically function of capillary-inertial and gravitational effects. As 
a result, the maximum droplet size on the inclined surfaces was an order 
of magnitude smaller than that on the horizontal surfaces, which 
enhance the theoretical heat transfer coefficient by 40% and 100% for 
the 45º tilt and vertical orientated surfaces [121]. 

4.4. Droplet logic gate 

Combining microfluidic devices to realize complex “Lab-on-chip” 
systems has revolutionized the current healthcare diagnosis [146]. The 
fluid components, containing chemical, biochemical or biologic infor-
mation, perform basic logical operations in the microfluidic devices, 
including AND/OR, NOT, NAND, ON/OFF, XOR/AND, XOR/NAND 
logic gates and flip-flop memory [12]. Although the fluidic logic gates 
cannot compete with solid logic gates in terms of processing speed, 
parallelism and power consume, they offer a feasible way to realize 
autonomous control in microfluidic devices and even perform calcula-
tions without resorting to external processing. 

The usage of fluidic logic gates can be tracked back to the early 20th 

Fig. 15. Long distance droplet transportation. (a)–(b) Transportation of Leidenfrost water droplet on micro-ratchet [132]. (c)–(f) Droplet transportation on (c) pine 
needle–inspired asymmetric surface (PNAS), (d) Equally high Janus pillars surface and (e)–(f) conical needles [141]. (g)–(i) Droplet transportation on charged 
superamphiphobic surfaces with surface charge density gradient [144]. 
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century, when researchers tried to construct fluidic counterparts of 
digital electronics [12]. However, the potential of this method was 
widely known since Prakash et al. proposed “droplet logic operations” 
[147], which was further developed by Katsikis et al. in 2015 [148]. By 
introducing a rotating magnetic field to manipulate the motion of fer-
rofluid droplets, Katsikis et al. developed OR/AND, XOR/AND and 
XOR/NAND logic gates, memory loops, flip-flops and so on. There are 
more examples of droplet logic gates performed by Woodhouse and 
Dunkel [149], Cheow et al. [150], Vourdas et al. [151], and Zhou et al. 
[152], in which the logic gates were realized by control the motion of 
single droplet in micro-channel or another liquid stream. 

Another method to realize logic gates is to manipulate the coales-
cence or bouncing behaviors of two collision-droplets [118,153,154]. 
The collision of two droplets in vertical direction commonly leads to 
indefinitely coalescence or bouncing, which blocks its application in 
industry. Therefore, researchers tried to find methods to control the 
coalescence or bouncing of two collision droplets. Draper et al. coated 
water droplets with super-hydrophobic powders to control the coales-
cence or bouncing of two collision droplets, so as to realize AND and 
AND-NOT droplet logic gates [154]. Mertaniemi et al. found a strategy 
to control bouncing or coalescence of two horizontal head-on collision 
droplets on super-hydrophobic surface by regulating the We and colli-
sion parameters. Based on this finding, they constructed NOT/FANOUT, 
AND/OR droplet logic gates and flip-flop memory [118]. For the 
NOT/FANOUT shown as Fig. 16(a)–(c), a droplet comes from the input 1 
will leave through the output A. However, if two droplets come from the 
inputs 1 and A at the same time, the collide and bounce of the two 
droplets at the cross point will result in both the two outputs A. 
Therefore, this droplet logic gate performs the logical NOT/FANOUT 
operation. For the AND/OR logic gate shown as Fig. 16(d)–(f), a droplet 
comes from the input A or B will leave through the output A+B. How-
ever, if two droplets come from A and B at the same time, the collide and 
bounce of the two droplets at the cross point will result in both the 
outputs A+B and A•B. Therefore, this droplet logic gate performs the 
logical AND/OR operation. For the flip-flop memory shown in Fig. 16 
(g)–(i), a droplet sits at the middle of the device. If another droplet 

comes from the input, the two droplet collide and bounce at the middle 
of the device, the latter droplet pushes the former droplet to the outputs 
while it pins at the middle of the device. Therefore, it always keeps one 
droplet in the device, which could be defined as flip-flop memory. 

4.5. Electrical generation 

Energy crisis and global warming have become two serious problems 
over the world in 21st century, so developing clean energy technologies 
by utilizing renewable energy resources becomes extremely urgent. 
Water is a clean and renewable energy resource on earth. It contains 
abundant energy in the forms of chemical, thermal, kinetic and so on. 
The kinetic energy of water has long been utilized by large-scale hy-
dropower, in which the dynamic flow of water stream is converted into 
electrical energy by the electro-magnetic generators. Although the hy-
dropower can realize relatively high light conversion efficiency, it is 
most effective for high frequency water flow. However, plenty of water 
energies are stored in low frequency water flow in forms of raindrop, 
dew, tide and river/ocean wave, which are rarely exploited so far. In 
recent years, with the development of nanotechnology and nanoscale 
materials, new strategies towards harvesting energy from low frequency 
water flow based on hydrovoltaic effect and contact electrification were 
proposed. In the former method, the electrical energy generates from the 
direct interaction of carbon nanomaterials with flowing, waving, drop-
ping and evaporating of water [155–158]. In the latter method, the 
electrical energy generates from the contact of charged water and thin 
dielectric layer through triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG) [159–162], 
droplet-based electricity generator (DEG) [163] and charge 
trapping-based electricity generator (CTEG) [164,165]. The TENG, first 
proposed by Wang’s group in 2012, generates electrical energy based on 
the coupling of contact electrification and electrostatic induction [166, 
167]. So far, the TENGs have been applied to harvest energy from sol-
id–solid [166,167], solid–liquid [159–161], liquid–liquid [168] and 
liquid/solid-air [169] interfaces. Among these applications, a TENG 
utilized at the solid–liquid interface can generate electrical energy from 
ocean/river waves [170] and droplets motion [171–179]. As shown in  

Fig. 16. Droplet logic gates and flip-flop memory [118]. (a)–(c) NOT/FANOUT, (d)–(f) AND/OR and (g)–(i) flip-flop memory.  
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Fig. 17(a) and (b), the TENGs used in droplet energy harvesting has one 
[159] or two [161] electrodes on a substrate that connected to an 
external electrical energy harvesting circuit. The electrodes are coated 
with hydrophobic or hydrophilic dielectric layer that carries some per-
manent surface charges [180–185]. When droplets impact the elec-
trodes, it changes the capacitive coupling between the electrodes and 
generates electrical currents for energy harvesting from droplets (see the 
process i–viii in Fig. 17(a)). However, the low density and poor stability 
of the surface charges on dielectric layer causes extremely low droplet 
energy harvesting efficiency of traditional TENGs, typically ~0.01% 
[159]. Xu et al. developed a DEG to increase the droplet energy har-
vesting efficiency to ~2.2% [163]. As shown in Fig. 17(c) and (d), the 
impact water droplet spreads on the device and bridges the disconnected 
electrical components into a closed-loop circuit. Compared to the con-
ventional TENG, the droplet in DEG not only provides the mechanical 
energy, but also contributes to the trapped surface charge generation on 
the polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE). As a result, the DEG transforms the 
interfacial effect into bulk effect and increases the droplet energy har-
vesting efficiency by several orders of magnitude over the conventional 
TENGs. As shown in Fig. 17(e)–(g), 400 light-emitting diodes (LEDs) 
were instantaneously powered up when four droplets of 100 μl were 
released from a height of 15.0 cm to contact the DEG device, and the 
open-circuit output voltage and short-circuit current were measured as 
~143.5 V and ~270 μA. However, the density and stability of the sur-
face charges in the DEG is still at a low level, which blocks the upper 
limit of the droplet energy harvesting efficiency. To solve this issue, Wu 
et al. proposed a CTEG with pre-charged hydrophobic fluoropolymer 
films to further enhance the droplet energy harvesting efficiency to 
>11% [164,165]. They developed a homogeneous 

electrowetting-assisted charge injection (h-EWCI) method to pre-charge 
the electrodes. Therefore, the CTEG does not rely on the contact elec-
trification upon drop impact and solves the instability of surface charges 
that exist in TENGs and DEGs. There are two recent review papers can be 
referred on the energy harvesting from droplet/liquid energy by Tang 
et al. in 2019 [186] and Wang et al. in 2020 [187]. 

5. Conclusions and perspectives 

The droplet bouncing on surfaces has attracted extensive attention in 
recent decades not only because of its widely applications in daily life 
and industry, such as self-cleaning, anti-smudge, anti-wetting, spraying 
cooling, inject printing, internal combustion engine and metal quench-
ing, but also due to its potential application in some emerging research 
fields, such as droplet transportation, liquid logic gates and water energy 
harvesting. This review presents an overview of recent progresses about 
droplet bouncing dynamics on hydrophobic/hydrophilic/heated sur-
faces and liquid film/bath/droplet. The underlying physics of droplet 
bouncing, such as rapid droplet impact dynamics, droplet-surface 
interaction, air/vapor film visualization, surface wettability/topog-
raphy, was reviewed from the aspects of liquid properties, surface 
characteristics and ambient conditions. The absence of liquid/surface 
contact is proved to be the key factor for determining droplet bouncing 
dynamics, which can be achieved by lowering the We of droplet and 
designing hydrophobic surfaces, or actively maintaining the air/vapor 
film by heating the solid surface above the Leidenfrost point, vibrating 
the liquid bath, applying electric/magnetic/pressure fields and so on. 
Finally, some advanced applications based on droplet bouncing mech-
anism were introduced in this review, including surface self-cleaning, 

Fig. 17. Energy harvesting from droplets. (a) TENG with one electrode [159] and (b) with two electrodes [161]. (c)–(d) Schematic and experimental diagram of DEG 
device. (e)–(g) 400 LEDs is powered with open-circuit output voltage and short-circuit current of ~143.5 V and ~270 μA when four droplets of 100 μl release from a 
height of 15.0 cm to contact the DEG device [163]. 
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directional droplet transportation, heat transfer enhancement, droplet 
logic gate and electrical generation. 

Although significant progress has been made towards the droplet 
bouncing dynamics over the past decades, there are still many unsolved 
issues and substantial challenges in future development and 
applications.  

(1) Experiment is the mainstream method to study the droplet 
bouncing dynamics so far, while reliable numerical modeling of 
droplet bouncing is still lacking. Numerical modeling of single 
droplet on a dry surface is much reliable at present, although 
argument lies in the boundary conditions definition of moving 
triple phase contact line and dynamic CA. However, numerical 
modeling of single/multiple droplets on wet/heated surface and 
liquid droplet/film/bath is still incompletely developed. In 
addition to triple phase contact line and CA, the definition of air/ 
vapor deformation might be another significant obstacle lies in 
numerical modeling of droplet bouncing.  

(2) Most of the experimental droplets are pure/deionized water 
without considering the impurity, salinity, pH and corrosively of 
water. In addition, droplet bouncing dynamics of other typical 
liquids, such as oil, ink, refrigerant and alcohols, that are widely 
applied in industrial applications was rarely concerned. Taking 
the above factors into consideration is of great significance to 
further explore the droplet bouncing mechanism and is helpful 
for promoting the droplet-based applications.  

(3) The diameter of experimental droplets is basically on the order of 
millimeter, while micro/nanometer droplets are more common in 
practical applications. Experimental investigation and numerical 
modeling of micro/nanometer droplets impact on the surfaces 
could have more broad appeal to the development of industrial 
technologies.  

(4) Air/vapor film is proved to be a fundamental issue in determining 
the droplet bouncing dynamics. However, directly observation of 
air/vapor film is partially achieved on smooth and transparent 
surfaces, which is far from the practical condition. Therefore, it is 
very important to develop novel high-speed video measurement 
technology to observe and characterize the air/vapor film profile 
on rough/opaque surfaces as well as on liquid droplet/film/bath. 

(5) Most of the existing surface processing technologies for con-
structing micro/nanoscale surface topographies are complex, 
expensive and time-consuming. Moreover, the stability of the 
surface topography under mechanical force and chemical 
contamination is always a considerable challenge for surface 
design. Considering the importance of surface characteristics for 
determining droplet bouncing dynamics, it is urgent to develop 
simple, efficient and costless approaches to construct robust and 
durable micro/nanoscale surface topographies. 
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